2011

Gap Training for current Food and Beverage Teachers

Information for Diocesan VET Advisors

The program is designed to provide currently accredited Food and Beverage teachers with the competency units:

- **SIRXCCS001A Apply point of sale handling procedures** - Tourism, Hospitality and Events Training Package SIT07.
- **SITHIND002A Apply hospitality skills in the workplace (holistic)** - Tourism, Hospitality and Events Training Package SIT07

**TRAINING PROVIDER**  Sydney Institute TAFE, Sutherland College, Loftus Campus

**TRAINING TYPE**  Combination of on-line (Moodle) and Industry Placement in the front of house

**NAMES DUE TO CEC**  Friday, 30 May 2011

**COMMENCEMENT**  Term 2 (beginning)

**DURATION**  Teachers will be provided with a maximum 6 months to complete the units from time of enrolment.

**PROCESS**  Teachers will be contacted by the TAFE via your School email account and provided with log in and enrolment details. Templates for both the units can be downloaded in either pdf or word formats.

Current Food and Beverage teachers will be required to undertake an industry placement to achieve a total of 6 service periods (see definition below), in a suitable hospitality venue (front of house). Priority will be given to teachers who are delivering the new SIT07 Training Package to year 12 this year. Teachers can contact their Workplacement Service Providers (previously known as LCPs) for details of suitable workplace venues. It is recommended teachers undertake their industry placement in NSW. When completed, the templates and worksheets can be uploaded back on to the Moodle platform for assessment by TAFE.

**SERVICE PERIOD**  A service period can be a breakfast, lunch or dinner and should represent a complete meal service. This should not be confused with a shift as this is the term used to describe the number of hours worked for example 08:00 to 16:00 shift. Teachers are required to be in attendance for the opening and the closing of that service period. This should include the following:

- Organise and prepare for service
- Provide service
- Close down after service.

**ACCREDITATION/ARTICULATION**  Successful participants will receive a Transcript of Results

**CURRENCY**  Once completed, this training will count 18 hours towards industry currency.